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the more evident, since measurements  have  never  yet been  made to 
determine the  relation between the grade  of scintillation and  the  elevation of  
the place of observation, and because he is convinced,  from unpublL-hed 
observations, that scintillation of the stars arises principally in the lower s t ra ta  
of the atmosphere.  M . B . S .  

A~_'~losI'~ll,.'l'dC ELrCTPdC)T;'.--R. Nohrwold(  14/ied. Ann., 1¢1, 448), from a 
long series of experiments, draws some interesting conclusions as to the pos-  
sibility of electrifying air. By coating a suitable glass receiver on the inside 
with glycerine, and then filling it with smoke, he is able to show to a consid-  
erable audience that one or two turns of a T6pler  machine  discharged from a 
point within the receiver, is sufficient to clear the air by  projecting the smoke  
upon the glycerine. Following up the question of statically electrifying pure 
air by a great variety of tests, he concludes that  he has shown more thor-  
oughly than has been done heretofore, that  electricity, s t reaming out f rom 
points, cannot  statically electrify the air  itself, but ra ther  the suspended dust  
consisting of solid or liquid bodies. Glowing plat inum wire was found to 
render pure air capable of being electrified, on account  of the slow evapora- 
tion or emission of small particles, and  it was shown that  on these particles, 
and not in the air, the charge resided. He concludes tha t  it is very probable  
that  atmospheric air and  other gases probably  conduct  themselves  s imilar ly--  
cannot  be statically electrified. He also gives a new experiment,  according 
to which, at ordinary tenIperatures, negat ive electricity of high potential more  
readily escapes from solid conductors into a tmospheric  air, than positive 
electricity. M . B . S .  

FINE THF.I';ADS OF (.~UAR'rz.~C. V. Boys (Phil. ~ag .  , 2 3 ,  489), gives a n  
account of some very interesting experiments  in the product ion of the finest 
threads of glass and  other materials,  with their  properties and  some sug- 
gested uses. The most remarkable  threads  he  has found are those of quartz. 
Of these, he says : " A s  torsion threads,  these fibres of quartz would seem to 
be more perfect in their elasticity than  any known ; they are as strong as 
steel, and can be made  of any  reasonable length,  perfectly uniform in dia-  
meter, and, as already explained, exceedingly fine (i. e., ' beyond  the power 
of any possible microscope '). The tail ends of those that  become invisible 
must have a moment  of torsion xoo,ooo,ooo times less than  ordinary spun  
glass ; and, though it is impossible to manipula te  with those, there  is no dif- 
ficulty with threads less than one- ten- thousandth  of an  inch in diameter ."  
The drawing is neatly accomplished by using a small  cross bow and very 
light arrow. One end of the glass is a t tached to the arrow, while the inertia of 
even a very small  mass is sufficient to prevent  the other end from following. 
Since these fibres can, by this method, be made  finer than  any  cobweb, a n d  
also, in the case of quartz, possess the remarkab le  elasticity indicated, a. 
variety of interesting applications may be expected. M . B . S .  


